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Diocese of Monterey in California new 2006
CALIFORNIA, SANTA CRUZ

Holy Cross Church W-238
126 High Street
Santa Cruz, California 95060
Phone: 831-423-4182
http://www.holycrosssantacruz.com/

Hours: Mission Gallery, Tuesdays-Saturdays, 10:00-4:00 and Sundays, 10:00-2:00
Access: No restrictions
Copying Facilities: Yes

History:
1791-1834 (closed) Franciscans (Santo Evangelico Province, Mexico City, Mexico) established and administered Santa Cruz Mission (Chumash and Ohlone)
1840, 1857 (no longer Indian) Earthquakes destroyed Santa Cruz Mission, which was rebuilt in 1889 as Holy Cross Church, a non-Indian parish

Holdings of Catholic-related records about Native Americans:

Inclusive dates: 1791-ca. 1857

Volume: Few volumes

Description: Sacramental records for Santa Cruz Mission (copies).